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Exclusive
Decor
Picks for January

Pietra Firma Flooring

Pietra Firma brings back the rich detailing of mosaic flooring that we saw in homes of the past. Each black marble tile is inlaid with
90 diamonds, mother-of-pearl, and abalone shell. With ten tiles per square meter, every square meter contains 900 diamonds.
$1,000,000 per square meter, pietrafirma.com
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Aluminum Steer Skull
This sculptural piece of art is the perfect
accompaniment for adding a dose of Wild
West-masculinity to a space. Hang it above a
mantelpiece for the perfect blend of modern and
rugged.
$922, vanillawood.com

Kiva Platters
For the hostess who has everything, these semi-precious stone Kiva
Platters are perfect for a chic soiree. Finished with sterling silver and
24-karat gold and polished by master craftsmen, these trays retain
the raw quality of their stunning natural stones.
$1,260 for a set of three in 24-karat gold, rablabs.com

Freedom of Creation Palm Floor Lamp
This table lamp is the ultimate in high-tech lighting – using laser sintering
technology, CAD drawings become 3D creations that mimic organic
shapes, or perhaps alien life forms.
$840, freedomofcreation.com

Lalique Crystal “Raisins” Decanter
Serving a drink straight out of the bottle is
reminiscent of college days; graduate with an
elegant crystal decanter made in France that is
just as beautiful when it’s being used as when
it’s adorning your library or dining room.
$2,350, cristallalique.fr
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Domsai Terrariums
Are you an appreciator of green space and also things that are a bit tongue-in-cheek? Matteo
Cibic’s clever Domsai Terrariums are 10-inch planters that are low-maintenance and adorable.
$900 for a set of 6, matteocibicstudio.com

Evil Robot Lamps
Aquavista Dinosaur Gold Edition Aquarium
Parts of this solid 24-karat gold aquarium are over 65 million years old. The
side veneers are made from mammoth and a tyrannosaurus bone diagonally
shaved into the tusk. However, you will have to hurry if you plan on grabbing
one of these; only three will be made before the design goes extinct.
$4,658,378, stuarthughes.com
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What do you do with those well-loved
toys when you grow up? Keep them
around! Evil Robot Designs takes your
discarded toys and recreates them into
bespoke pieces of functional art.
$1,125 to $2,411 (depending on customization),
evilrobotdesigns.com
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Monte Carlo Casino Desk
This desk is the perfect inspiration for stylized marquetry. Linley’s writing
table pays homage to Monaco’s most notable landmark – the Monte Carlo
Casino. It features a detailed replica of the casino’s architecture in American
walnut and inlays of Santos rosewood, sycamore, and dark red leather,
creating the perfect place to get down to business.
$100,000, davidlinley.com

Pixel Limited Edition Cabinet
This chest is unlike any we’ve seen before. With
over 1,088 triangles of gold leaf, silver leaf,
lacquering, and ten different types of wood leaf,
the craftsmanship is superb. The drawers are
finished in aged mirror and portray a quirky yet
sophisticated character, a design that will leave
any artist in awe.
$20,747, bocadolobo.com

Tekto Fireplace
The portable, bio-alcohol fireplace is sleek and light and might be mistaken
as a coffee table before a gentle touch cracks it open to reveal its burning
capacity. The Tekto fireplace is from Porsche Design Studio and is inspired
by the earth’s tectonic plates which, once cracked, reveal the burning
magma within.
$1,950, safretti.com

You Are Here Bespoke Coffee Table
The You Are Here coffee table shows you the
exact location of where you are sitting. Each
table map is made to order. Simply supply your
zip code and a small arrow will be engraved,
pointing to your home or businesses location.
$7,008, available at freshwest.co.uk
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